Todos Live!

Recently Recorded Webinars

STEM’ify Your Community: STEM for ALL and ALL for STEM presented by Carrie Chiapetta

Engaging Every Learner Through Hands-On Instruction presented by Sara Moore

Critique of a Lesson Plan for Inclusion of ELs Presented by Debra Coggins
http://www.anymeeting.com/386-903-972/E951DC84824F3E

Making Sense and Creating Connections with Transformations Presented by Greisy Winicki Landman
http://www.anymeeting.com/466-706-896/E951DD87804D3D

http://www.anymeeting.com/364-788-662/E951DE83854B3C

This was our first presentation in a new venue, and we want you to be aware that there are some audio problems.

Todos Live! is supported by ETA Hand2mind.
We thank them for their continued support.